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Introduction
As everyone realizes, the amount of education
allowed to women has been very small until recent
times. In this respect, France did not differ from
the rest of the world. However, women's education
has been discussed over a considerable period of
time, and it will be seen that the theories of edu-
cation preceeded by quite a long time, their actual
realization. The aim of this thesis is to give a
view of the ensemble of women's education; therefore,
the treatment of each separate figure in the movement
will, of necessity, be brief. An attempt has been
made, however, to pick out the most salient points
in this movement, and to give in sufficient detail
each important figure, so that their relative values
will not be distorted.
( <
e
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The Middle Ages
The Middle Ages was a period of little importance
as regards the education of women. They were still
considered very much inferior to man, so much so,
that they were only his servants. We find, however,
that women must have been trying to "break through"
even then, else why should we find, in the "Roman de
la Rose" this remark;?
"C'est chose qui moult me deplaist
Quand poule parle et co^ se taist."
The Chevalier de la Tour Landry in 1372 wrote
a book for the education of his daughters. He did
not believe in giving them freedom, saying that
woman is made to pray and to go to church. He re-
commended fasting for women; and said that a wife
owed absolute obedience to her husband.
THere was one man at this time who believed in
educating women. This was Erasmus, who advocated
that women should have enough education to assist in
the education of their children, and to taice part in
the intellectual interests of their husbands. 1 Surely,
1 Compayre^ - Hist, of Pedagogy
, p. 90.
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this was a very modern doctrine, the like of which
we do not find again for some time.
The Sixteenth Century
Even in the sixteenth century we find very little
attention paid to the education of women. In Raoelais
,
to whom we look for up-to-the-minute ideas, we find
an almost complete silence as to the tre.ining of
women. In one of Garganttf4as letters to Pantagruel
we find this:
"The very "brigands, butchers, soldiers of fortune,
grooms, are more learned now than doctors and preachers
were in my day. What am I saying? Women and girls
have aspired to partake of this inheritance, of this
manner of sound learning." 1
Montaigne, the other outstanding figure in the
sixteenth century only mentions women once. He seems
unwilling that they should "be educated, yet if they
will read, he chooses poetry, history and philosophy
as the proper subjects for them. "It is for them to
honor the arts and beautify the beautiful. What do
they ask more than to live "beloved and honored?"2
1 Hodgson, G.E. -Studies in French Education from
Rabelais & Rousseau. P.
5
2 Montaigne-Bk. XEX, Essai m.
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During this time women were not ignored, however.
During the first half of the century Marguerite of
Navarre was writing and holding court. Her Heptameron
was widely read, and displayed more education than one
would expect of a woman of the period.
Another woman of the period was Louise Labe - the
reigning genius of the Ecole Lyonnaise, She also dis-
played an unexpected erudition, and a very commendable
talent. 1 She was renowned for her knov/ledge of lan-
guages, being proficient in Spanish, Italian, Greek,
Latin, and her native tongue. She was a forerunner
of the women in the next century who were to preside
over the salons, but she had more real literary
talent than most of her successors could even hope
for.
The Seventeenth Century
Turning to the seventeenth century we find a
sudden and widespread interest in the education of
women. In this period lived some of the greatest
exponents of feminine education. During this epoch
1 Braun^hvig - ITotre Litt
. vol.1, p. 265.
c
f
c
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the church was still in the ascendancy so all attempts
at education were carried on through this organization,
In the first half of the century the school for
girls was founded at Port Royal. The Reglement pour
les Enfans was drawn up by Jacqueline Pascal in 1657
to explain the educational methods used in her school.
With even a casual perusal of this document, one is
astonished at the severity of the rules of silence
and constant application. Prom the hour of arising
(four A.M. for the older girls, and five for the
little ones) until the time they retired (lights out
at eight-fifteen), they were under constant surveil-
lance. Even the little girls who were allowed what
the good sisters considered freedom, were restricted
as to their modes of play, and were made to keep a
deep silence at iall times except during recreation.
They were never allowed to communicate with each
other-, except through the mistress of the class.
During all the disciplinary functions, the children
were taught hiimility and obedience, hut as far as
education was concerned, their knowledge was very
scant. They were given certain books to read, such
1 Barnard, H.C. - The Port Royalists on Education
.
p. 51

as the "Sinners' Guide", "The Tradition of the Church"
and "The Letters of M. de Cyran" . They were taught,
according to the program given by Jacqueline Pascal,
reading, writing, and singing, "besides ^he regular
devotionals. The greater part of the day was passed
in prayer, and in attending the various offices of the
church. 1
During this time there were few opportunities
for the poorer children to get an element&.ry education,
There were some parish schools which offered rudimen-
tary instruction, but these schools were never mixed,
and it was usually the boys who profited by the dis-
tinction. There were few women capable of teaching
at that time. Single women who had received education
usually retired to the convents, and the few teachers
available outside the monastery walls were grossly
incompetent for the most part. An attempt had been
made in 1609 by Anne and Francoise de Xaintonge to
provide elementary education for girls. They v/ished
to set up free, non-monastic schools for poor girls.
Their methods were based on those of the Jesuit teach-
ing monks. 2
1 Barnard, op. cit. p. 198 ff
.
2 Barnard, Op, cit. p. 31

Madame de Maintenon was one of the most dis-
tinguished educators of the century. Although her
reputation has suffered because of her relations
with Louis XIV. we cannot leave her out of any
history of French education. She was the founder
of the girls school known as Saint Cyr, where from
1686-1717 she spent her time almost continuously.
For this school she had the greatest plans, and
she was very free with advice and regulations.
Several volumes of her letters, conversations, advice,
etc., on the education of girls, have heen published.
From the date of its founding, she gave the school
her whole energy, and interest, which can not be
despised, even if she was mistaken in some of her
ideas. The intent of the founder was to give to
some two hundred and fifty girls of impoverished
noble families, a good education in either religion,
or the duties of a wife and mother, i
The organization of this school was quite after
the manner of nunneries. Girls were received between
the ages of eight and twelve. They were retained in
1 Compayre, J.G. - Hist. Grit, des Doctrines de
l*Educ . - Bk. Ill, Ch.ll, p. 359
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absolute seclusion until the age of twenty. They
were not always allowed to see their parents oftener
than four times a year, and even then, only for a
half hour period. This was a strange ruling for a
school which attempted to prepare for life in society.
The discipline in the school was not severe. Mme. de
Maintenon recommended that as little punishment as
possible be given. She was inspired with a real
love for the pupils which made her lessen the severity
of monastic discipline.
The only recommended books were of a religious
nature, such as" Introduction a la Vie Devote" or
"The Confessions of Saint Augustine". Madame de
Maintenon* s idea was to teach the girls family duties,
care of children, obedience to their husbands, and
not to teach them anything wnich might cause them to
be discontented. Therefore reading was not encouraged
at Saint- Cyr for fear of exciting too much curiosity.
Ancient history was proscribed for fear lest
the fine traits of generosity, heroism, etc. depicted
in these books should make the girls vain. This
reasoning seems absurd today. Perhaps the idea be-
hind it all was that these girls were poor, of low
1 Bernard, op. cit. p. 55
c
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estate, even if of nolDle families, and Mme. de Main-
tenon did not wish to ^ive them tastes which they
could not pursue in after life.
When she allowed the girls to stage Andromaque
.
and, "because they did it too well for cloistered
young ladies, t)egged Racine to write a play with a
religious theme ("Esther") the school began to de-
cline. 1 The girls became too proud of their accom-
plishments; they refused to spend the required
number of hours in church. Even the instruction
was lessened, for Mme, de Maintenon, overwhelmed
"by the results of this move, completely reversed the
course of study. She withdrew the courses in lit-
erature, as well as other non-practical, non- relig-
ious studies, and turned the instruction into a sort
of domestic science course. Little more than the
three R's was given, Mme. de Maintenon* s advice was
"Apprenez-leur a etre extremement soores sur la lec-
ture et a lui prfeferer toujours le travail des mains72
Fenelon, whose "Traite'^de 1 'Education des Filles"
was published in 1683, was at one time, before his
1 Compayre^ - Hist. Crit. loc. cit. p. 361
2 Gompayre'i op. cit. p. 362
c
10
"break with the church, a popular figure at Saint Cyr.
lime, de Maintenon introduced his •Traite" into her
school and many of its injunctions 'becaaie the lay-laws
of this institution,
"On suppose qu*on doit donner a ce sexe peu d»
instruction; cependant ne sont-ce pas les fenimes qui
ruinent ou soutiennent les maisons -et qui, par
consequent, decident de ce qui touche de plus pres a
tout le genre humain?" 1 Fenelon thus bemoans the
lack of feminine education. His treatise did not
make a very great impression at the time as there
were too many men who "believed, as Chrysale did in
"Les Femmes SavanteS »
"II n'est pas bien honnete, et pour beaucoup
de causes^ ^u*une femme etudie et sache tant de choses.
Former aux bonnes moeurs 1* esprit de ses enfants,
Paire aller son menage, avoir l*oeil sur ses gens,
Et regler la depense a»ee economie,
Doit etre son etude et sa philosophie. " 2
Most fond fathers believed daughters should be
taught religion and domestic duties ("Kuche, Kinder
1 Fenelon, "De I'Educ. des Filles", chap. 1
2 MolieVe. "Femmes Savantes", Act 11, sc. 7, 61-66
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und Kirche" as someone has phrased it). All else
should "be barred lest she become dissatified with her
lot in life. *
Possessing more than an ordinary confidence in
the character of women, Fenelon does not overlook
their defects. One of these he finds to be a mania
for religion. For overcoming this, as well as other
defects, he prescribes example rather than intellectual
discipline. He finds as woman's function l) to edu-
cate her children, the boys up to school age, the
girls until they marry or take the veil^2) to manage
the household and the servants overseeing both the
work and the morals of the latter^ 3) to let the farms
of her estate and collect the revenue. He does not
believe that women are fit to govern, to wage war,
or to take Holy Orders. However, men, even though
they have all the authority in public, can not effect
any lasting system of reform without women's aid.l
Mothers are urged to educate their daughters
instead of sending them to a convent, for there they
do not see life in its true proportions. As for the
l^De I'Education des Filles."
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courses to be taught to girls, they are few. He
recommends spelling and grammar enough for ordinary
conversational use, mathematics enough to keep the
household accounts, a knowledge of the customs of the
country and the principles of justice. The methods
he proposes are quite modern. He suggests motivated
teaching, advocating that teachers arouse curiosity
as a means to learning. He also thinks that retention
should be aided by appealing to the imagination of
the pupil and making things real to her in that way.
He deplores the state of ignorance of girls, as
the first result of this ignorance is ennui which
later arouses a diseased craving for excitement.
In all his modernity, Fenelon still has limits
past which he does not dare to go. He proscribes
reading of profane authors, unless it be those who
do not excite the passions (such as Greek and Roman
writers). French should be leaned first, and if a
foreign language is felt necessary, Latin should be
taught as it is the language of the Church. Italian
and Spanish are found dangerous as they excite the
emotions. Above all, girls must not be permitted to
reason. In so doing they would be usurping man*s
province.
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Fenelon's theories found many supporters and
his school ran on into the eighteenth century. We
shall later find traces of his influence in some of
his followers. His hook "Teleraaque" was written
for the education of the young Duke of Burgundy, grand'
son of Louis XIV.
Before leaving the seventeenth century it might
"be well to see what some of the "litterati" were
saying about this new movement for female education.
In "Le Grand Cyrus", we find the Seade'rys ( was it
Georges or Madeleine who was responsible for this
part?) saying: "Y a-t-il rien de plus bizarre que
de voir comment on agit pour 1* ordinaire en I'e'du-
cation des femmes? Ce qu*il y a de rare est qu*une
femme, qui ne peut dancer avec bienseance que cinq
ou six ans de sa vie, en emploie dix ou douze a
apprendre continuelleraent ce qu^elle ne doit faire
que cinq ou six; et cette raeme personne, qui est
obligee d» avoir du jugement jusques a sa mort et de
parler jusques a son dernier soupir, ou ne lui apprend
rien du tout qui puisse ni la faire parler plus
agreablement ni la faire agir avec plus de conduit? 1
1 Les Scude'ry-^Le Grand Cyrus" Xpartie, livre 11
r
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As for Moliere*s opinion on women's education,
it has been fairly well agreed, despite M. Octave
Greard*s affirmation to the contrary, 1 that Moliere
did not "believe the words he put into the mouth of
Chrysale, as quoted above. Most authorities agree
that he probably came nearer to expressing his own
opinion in the words of Clitandre in the same play.
Clitandre exclaims that he doesn't like "feimne sav-
antes" but that he likes a woman who knows enough
not to prate about her knowledge. 8 Henriette, that
charming character who combines feminine grace with
considerable education is thought to be the ideal
woman according to Moliere 's view.
No study of the seventeenth century could be
complete without at least a mention of the outstand-
ing women. This was the century of "pre'ciosite"
and the "grands salons'*. The most important salon
of the time was the hotel de Rambouillet. Here the
friends and acquaintances of the Marquise de Ram-
bouillet gathered and discussed the affairs of the
day. A very fine etiquette grew up around these
1 Greard, Octave-"Memoire sur I'Enseignement des fille
2 "Pemmes Savantes", Act 1, sc.
3
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gatherings so that priests came to be seated according
to their literary importance, and the hostess would
receive reclining upon her bed. Other salons were
held at the homes of Mine. Grignan, I«!&ue. de la Sabliere,
Ifine. de Sevigne and many others.
At this time there were several women writers of
importance. Mine, de I'afayette, whose "Princesse de
Cleres" was considered the first psychological novel;
Mile, de Scudery mentioned above, wno wrote in colla-
boration with her brother such "romans a clef as the
"Grand Cyrus" and "Clelie"; Mme. de Sevigne who wrote
clever, picturesque letters to her daughter, Ifcie.
Grignan.
Mme. de Sevigne, ne Marie de R^butin-GhfiuiteLl was
born in Paris in 1626. She became an orphan when
seven years old, and was brought up by her uncle who
gave her instruction in Italian, Spanish and Latin.
She married the Marquis de Sevigne who was
killed in a duel, leaving her with two children.
Fran(^oise, the older, later became the comtesse de
Grignan. When the Grignan family was stationed in
Provence^ Mme. de Sevigne wrote those world famous
letters to her daughter.
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Thus we have seen that the seventeenth century
not only ushered in theories about women, but it also
"brought women into prominence in literary circles as
well. The Golden Age of Louis XIV proved a great
step forward in releasing women from the "bondage of
inferiority under which they had struggled so long.
The Eighteenth Century
As we shall see, the eighteenth century did not
make any great advance over the development of the
seventeenth, "but merely served to establish the
already settled lines of progress.
The first of Fenelon*s followers to sponsor the
movement for women's education in the eighteenth
century was Mme. de Lambert. Born in 1647, she
reached prominence just at the opening of the new
century. Her salon was opened in 1690, but did not
become popular until 1710. She was "at home* every
Tuesday to men of letters and every Wednesday to men
of rank. Some of her habitues were Lamotte, Ponten-
elle, Montesquieu, Marivaux and the Abbe de ^aint-
Pierre, Her salon helped to keep alive the traditions
of preciosite in the new century.
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She is equally well known for her pedagogical
and her moral theories. Her best known works are
"Avis d*une mere a son fils", "Avis d'une mere a
sa fille" and "Reflexions Nouvelles sur les femmes".
The first named of these won her the praises of
Fenelon who lived on into the new century long enough
to see some of his theories put into practise. By
most people the "Avis d*une mere a sa Pille" is re-
garded the hest from the point of view of the educa-
tional principles involved. The Marquise de Lamhert
was the first writer to make a forceful demand for
women* s rights in education. 1 In the "Reflexions"
she complains of the tyranny of men who condemned
their life companions to ignorance. She finds that
Moliere has harmed the cause of women* s education
by the "Femmes Savantes" in which he ridiculed
pedantry without distinguishing it from ordinary
knowledge, "la pedanterie qu»est un vice de 1* esprit,
et le savoir, qu*en est l*orneiient9 2 It is the
belief of Mme. de -^ambert that the lack of education
has caused outcropping of frivolity and craving for
excitement in women. This is 5'enelon*s argument, for
1 Compayre'^-Op. Cit.l.V. 37ff.
2 "Reflexions Wouv. sur les femmes^-p.lSS
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he offered this same excuse for an increase in edu-
cation, as we have seen above. Indeed, as M. Compayre
tells us 1 regarding another similarity, Mme. de
Lambert often quotes her iric-ster without acknowledging
the fact.
In the '•Avis a sa Fille" the authoress announces
the course of study necessary for women. She re-
commends ancient history as uplifting for the soul.
It will be remembered that this study was expressly
forbidden to the young la,dies of Saint Cyr for
practically the same reason. She advises study of
Pliny, Gicero, etc. to instil a liking for virtue. 2
As for languages, she believes a woman should be
satisfied with the language of her native country.
As does her master, she allows Latin to be learned,
but finds Italian bad as it is the language of love.
3
Ifoie. de Lambert commits a fault in describing
too vividly the errors into which a girl must not
fall. This error was also committed by the Chevalier
de la Tour Landry in the fourteenth century, Mme.de
ICompayre-Op. Cit.l, p. 379 footnote
2 Blanchard, P.-"Modeles des Jeunes personnes" p. 157
3 Compayre^ 1, p. 80
e
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Lambert, in discussing literature for girls, allows
Corneille, but does not mention Racine, She tninks
novels are dangerous reading (perhaps, says M. Gompayre
because she had written one herself). 1
There is something very natural in the way Mme.
de Lambert sighs for the days that are gone. She
finds that the Hotel de Uambouillet , the salons of
the seventeenth century held priceless personage^, and
that in her day no one knows how to talk, or even
how to deport herself politely. Yet with this woman
we can see the spread of interest in the education of
women and have only to follow the century to see the
material results.
The Abbe'^ de "^aint-Pierre, one of the founders of
the famous "Club de 1 'Entresol" also interested him-
self in the education of girls. He was at one time a
member of The Academy (1695-1718) but he was put out
because of the publication of his "Discours sur la
Pol)ts X-i^odie" in which he criticised Louis XIV rather
severely. Some of his idetas are worthy of mention,
although most of his theories savoured too much of
Utopeanism. "11 faut avoir pour but d*instruire les
1 Gompayre- Tome 1, livre 111, ch.ll, p. 281
c
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filles des elements de toutes les sciences et de
tous les arts qui peuvent entrer dans la conversation
ordinaire; professions des hommes , histoire de leur
/
pays, geographic, lois de police, principales lois
civiles, afin qu'elles puissent entendre avec plaisir
ce que leur diront les hoinmes'*. 1
To give moral instruction I'A'bbe'' reconimends that
they "be told stories which extol the virtue; Liore than
merely listening to these stories, the young girls will
"be required to retell them, and remember them. The
subjects for their stories may "be found in sacred
history or in the lives of famous women. As at St.-
Cyr. famous historical scenes may "be given as plays.
Uow the Abbe suggests a sort of student govern-
ment, a very modern idea. He thinks that even the
younger girls may be made to act as judges on the
misdemeanors of their schoolmc tes . Also the girls
shall pick for special homers the best behaved of
their classmates.
In the course of study, the Abbe suggests Latin
be superseded by handwork, such as sewing and em-
broidery. Music is to be begun at about the age of
1 Oeuvres, Tome TT, p. Ill
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ten. The most important subjects are reading, some
geography of their country, astronomy and some physi-
ology.
In forming girls schools the entrance age
shall be about five, and the girls shall stay until
eighteen years old, which is the usual age for marry-
ing. The same teacher shall have the children from the.
time they enter until they leave, There will be a
special teacher as a substitute so that the regular
one may have vacations. But there is no necessity for
the girls to have vacations says the Abbe. He prefers
to keep them under school surveillance. The whole
system is based on a monastic order; the Abbe^does
not require it, but he prefers the Ursuline order as
instructresses of young girls. 1
Since the woman* s field is the home, the girls
are to be taught to keep accounts, to market, to con-
verse politely, and even to reprimand children prop-
erly. The Abbe'^was the first to demand national
secondary education for women. To be sure his ideal
was cloistered education, but that was merely a re-
1 Abbe'' de St. Pierre-^ProJ ect pour Perfectionnfer
1' edDtcation des filles"
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flection of the times and of his profession. The
surprising thing is that he did not expect the girls
to stay on and "become nuns.
In 1762, Poulain de la Barre, a little known
figure today, advanced a theory supporting the equality
of the sexes. He further suggested college training
for women, and made sample curricula of the things he
considered necessary to learn.. He planned a woman's
library, in conjunction with these courses. As a
final step he threw open to women all the professions,
even the church and the army. This last step was too
much and occasioned so much comment that he withdrew
not only this part, but the entire plan on the grounds
of Scripture and custom forbidding such changes. 1
The emotional reaction against religion and
Aristotelian formalism has its spokesman in Rousseau.
At first this man's criticism was in a large part
destructive, He attacked the Calvinistic expression
of all aesthetic emotions, and of emotions and acti-
vities of children, he criticized the empty insin-
cerity of religious practises and the establishment
of elaborate and artificial decorum. , He preached
IBrauns^illf^^, vol. 1, p. 754
rr
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the doctrine of non-conformity at this time, declaring
that those who do the opposite of what is usually
done are in the right. In all fairness to him, we
must confess that he does not even attempt to carry
out this revolutionary doctrine himself.
In the same year that Poulain de la Barre an-
nounced his opinions on female education, Rousseau pro-
duced his "Emile". M. Brauns^^hJf ig considers this
his most important work, and the most important ped-
agogical treatise of the century. 1 This book was a
strange mixture of vision and utopianism which even
Rousseau himself realized when he said, "Je ne dis
pas qu*on puisse arriver, mais je dis que celui qui
approchera davantage aura le mieux reussiV 2
It is unfortunate that, by the time Rousseau
got as iar as the education of women, he had become
so engrossed in the fiction part of the work, that his
theories in this part are not as sensible in all re-
spects as the earlier ones. As everyone knows "Emile"
is a treatise on education, by which the hero, for whom
the book is naraed, gets a sound and "different" educa-
1 Braunschvig, vol. 2, ch. XXXI, p. 129
2 " loc. cit. p. 151
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tion. He is taught "by sense perception, by stim-
ulation of the imagination, lay training the judgment
instead of memorizing. A very elaborate program is
laid out for the boy, at the end of which he v/ill
be a perfect young man.
Having reached the age of discretion, Emile now
desires a companion, and Rousseau, playing the part
of Providence creates for him a mate whose only "raison
/I
d'etre" is his pleasure. To her training, Rousseau
devotes Book V of the "Emile" As far as education
is concerned we do not expect very much from him,
when in the very first book he says "Toute fille
lettree restera fille toute sa vie, quand il n*y aura
que des hommes senses? 1
Sophie as the young woman is called must of course
be a model of virtues. Perhaps Rousseau made her too
good because the only good women he knew were his
ideals.
"Toute 1* education des femmes doit etre relative
aux horames. Leur plaire, leur etre utiles, se faire
aimer, et honorer d*eux, les elever Jeunes, les
soigner grands, les consoler, les conseiller, leur
1 "Emile", Bk.l, p. 16
1
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rendre la vie agreable et dottce, voila les devoirs
des feroiaes dans tous les temps et ce qu*on doit leur
apprendre des leur enfance? 1
Sophie was very real to Rousseau. He noted every
detail of her existence as if he were writing a ver-
itable "biography, which is one reason for his popu-
larity. His style appeals. He wishes to preserve in
Sophie all the ingeni/ousness and innocence possible.
In allowing her liberty, he is careful to prevent her
from license. He warns her to beware of such atti-
tudes as that of ^iixfon de I'Enclos "Dans le mepris
des vertus de son sexe U/jvlpii l*Enclos avait con-
serve", dit-on, celles du notre ... On dit qu*elle s*
etait faite homme. Je n'aurai pas plus voul'^.; de cet
homme-la pour raon ami que pour ma maitresse? 2
Rousseau believed in faiaily life; since the girl
is brought up for family duties, she should be brought
up by the family. This opinion was opposite of that
of the Abbe'^de Saint Pierre who wanted girls to be
educated in boarding schools. Sophie's studies of
course will be practical. She will know something of
1 "Emile", Bk.V p. 434
2 Ibid. p. 473
r(
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society, having frequented "balls, theatre parties, and
social gatherings of all sorts. Rousseau thinks that
girls should enjoy these pleasures "before marriage, as
it is too great a change for a convent-"bred girl to be
thrust suddenly into the mele of society. "Meres, ne
cachez rien a vos filles de ce qu*un oeil chaste peut
regarder . . . mieux elles verront ces "bruyants plaisArrs,
plus tot elles en seront de^outees." 1
Although Sophie loves all kinds of needlework,
especially lace-making, she does not like cooking,
thinking it demeaning. It seems to us that a prac-
tical education should stress cooking as much as sew-
ing, "but perhaps the Sophies were only to he married
to men who could afford maids. Sophie "laisserait
plutot aller tout le diner par le feu que de tacher
sa mattchette*. 2
Nevertheless we have a modern young woman in
Sophie and for this we are inde"bted to Rousseau. He
removed her from the convent, gave her social graces
and a place to use them, and decreed that her religion
should show itself in deeds, as much, if not more,
than in words. Rousseau was an enthusiast, and in
1 "Emile^-v, p. 475
^ * " p. 485
i1
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some cases his ideas rsm away with him; nevertheless
he was progressive and credit must not be denied him
ibn that score.
" Comment une femme, qui n*a mulle habitude de
reflechir, s*elevera-t-elle ses enfans? Comment dis-
cernera-t-elle ce qui leur conyient? Elle en fera
des singes manie'rees on d*etourd«s polissons, jamais
des bons esprits, ni des enfants aimables.** 1
••Je ne connais, pour les deux sexes, que deux
classes reellement distinguees; l*une des gens qui
petisent, 1* autre de gens qui ne pensent point; et
cette difference vient presqu* uniquement de 1* edu-
cation". 2
One of Rousseau* s friends and followers was Mine,
d'Epinay. She put some of his pedagogical theories
into practise in raising her own children. She kept
her children at home to teach them herself, thinking
to give them a broader education than was obtainable
in schools. She was impressed by Rousseau's theory
on the goodness of nature. She tried to apply it in
1 Quoted in Blanchard, op cit. p. 168
2 Ibid.
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the program she made for her daughters' education.
According to this schedule the girl must arise at
eight o'clock and spend from eight until tea in dress
ing and breakfasting. Then she was given a writing
lesson and a reading lesson on some Christian topic,
then she took a walk. Dinner was next, after which
the girl was to stay with her mother; from four until
five she studied catechism, and then spent an hour
on history and geography. This was the extent of
her day. Mme. d'Epinay did not permit scolding or
punishments for unfinished work, for "une fille a du
temps de reste pour apprendre". She instructed the
governess however to teach love of nature early as
that is a subject which appeals to young minds. 1
The general opinion is that Mme, d'Epinay was to
frivolous, too worldly to effect the sort of educa-
tion that she desired in theory. Rousseau deserved
to inspire followers of a more upright and less arti-
ficial nature, thinks M. Compayre' 2 Her influence
as a leader of one of the eighteenth century "salons"
probably gave her doctrines more emphasis than they
would otherwise have received.
In 1783 her pedagogical work entitled "Conversa
1 "Lettres a la gouvernante de ma Pille", Oeuvres
Tome 11
-^P.SS.^ quoted by Luppe'; p. 164
2 Compayre-^p.cit^ TomeIT,p.l5t)
1
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tions d'Erailie" was given a prize toy the Academie
Prancaise as the most useful book published that year.
Read in the light of twentieth century ideas, it
seems very antiquated. As seen by its title, the book
consists of conversations between Emily and her mother.
The mother teaches Emily by discussion and demonstra-
tion. Today the book savors too much of the Elsie
Dinsraore type. Emily, being less than ten years old
throughout the entire book, discusses subjects that
are many years beyond her comprehension. Together
the mother and daughter read tracts and discuss them
and Emily is eternally moved by the moral and resolves
to do better. She grieves constantly over her mis-
behavior (although she is in truth too good).
A characteristic example will show the tone of
the work. Emily has been out with her governess, and h
has climbed a ladder, and, falling off, got consider-
ably bruised. When she asks her mother if it was
not well to try and acquire skill, and if climbing a
ladder did not require skill, her mother replied:
"Yes, climbing requires skill, but I thought my
Emily was sensible that what became her brother was not
(
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suitatle for her, and that the modesty of her sex
required a decorum which should restrain the giddiness
and warmth even of childhood." 1
The mother see^ a very poor instructress because
she never allows Emily to talk to her coherently, ^he
is constajitly interrupting with sarcastic remarks on
her diction and her methods. These corrections are
supposed to be helpful, but would probably create an
inferiority complex. Emily is too grateful and too
subservient to be a true child. At the end Ifine. d'
Epinay seems to have changed her mind about home ed-
ucation. Emily is lamenting on her loneliness during
her mother's illness, and her mother replies: "You
excite my compassion and convince ne that a public
education, well conducted is preferable to a private
one, for the latter depends on the welfare of a
single person." 2
Rousseau's influence was seen in the writings of
another woman of this period - Mme. de Genlis. She
was especially interested in the education of sons of
noblemen, but in her book "Adele et The'^odore", she telOs
1 "Conversations d'Emilie", p. 37
2 " " p. 164
(
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of her own methods on the upbringing and education of
children. This book is written in letter form, carry-
ing almost a fiction interest because of the lively,
chatty style.
The writer, having two children, the above men-
tioned Adele and Theodore, decides to try out her
pedagogical theories on them. With this idea the
father seems to be perfectly in accord. Adele is six,
and Theodore seven when the experiment is started.
The family withdraws quietly from l^aris into a remote
part of Lan^uedoc to be gone four years. This is the
Rousseau influence- a return to nature. During the
period of retirement the father and mother propose to
spend their entire time in training the children.
Por Adele, her mother has brought her -a«r English
governess, Miss Bridget, and an Italian tutor.
These two have been with the children since their
earliest hours, the aim being that Adele should be
able to speak three languages at the age of five.
'*Cette maTLvere d*enseigner les langues vivantes aux
enfans est universelleraent etablie en Europe, excepte
en France." 1
1 "Adele et Theodore" I p. 29
{
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Ij&ue. de Genlis follows Rousseau in allowing the
children great liberty in their youth. This time is
to loe spent in forming healthy bodies and strong char-
acters, instead of stressing formal education. Mme.
de Genlis believes, quite sensibly, that the great
works of literature are too far beyond a child's com-
prehension, so it would be worse than useless to
have them studied.
"Elle ne saura d'histoire, de mythologie et de
geographie que ce qu*elle aurA. put apprendre par nos
tapisseries, les conversations et d*autres moyens
encore, et Je crois qu* a cet egard elle sera plus
instruite que les enfans ne le sont communement . " 1
The indirect method taken to instruct Adele and
The'odore is quite unusual. Even the chateau where
they live is made into a form of education. "Quand
nous voulons faire e'^tudier l*histoire a nos enfants
selon un ordre chronologique, nous partons de ma
chambre a coucher qui represente l*histoire sainte;
de la nous entrons dans ma galerie ou nous trouvons
I'histoire ancienne; nous arrivons dans le salon qui
contient I'histoire romaine, et nous finissons par la
"Adele et The^odore" 1, 78
i
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galerie de M. d»Almane (the father of the children)
ou se trouve l*histoire de France." 1
Adele is taught etiquette "by making her behave
properly when she wishes to "make-'believe'' she is the
lady of the house. She is taught to play the harp,
and to draw. For the latter study she is given an
excellent master "car tout depend des ijremiers prin-
cipes; il ne suffit pas que le raaitre en aj-t de bons,
il faut encore qu*il ait un dessin tres pure; car ce
n*est qu'en dessinant avec son eleve, et non en le
conseillant, qu'il peut lui faire faire de rapides
progres." 2
When the children were Sufficiently grown to
have need of a formal education, Mme. de Genlis falls
down rather badly. She was too philosophical to be
pinned down to any set program of studies. She had
sufficient opportunity to put her theories into prac-
tise. She was first a village school teacher, later
a governess to the daughters of the Duchess of
Chartres, and in 1781 Philippe Egalite made her tutor
of his son. It was this experience which made her
especially interested in the education of the nobility,
1 Ibid. Tome 1, p. 42
2 Ibid. •» p. 38
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Her theories in themselves were often good, out she
frequently ruined them by over-application as in the
case of teaching history by means oi the rooms of the
chateau. The children were never allowed to relax
or escape from her civilizing influence. It must
indeed have been trying for Adele to be taught eti-
quette while playing v.ith her doll or for Theodore
to be compelled to discuss geography when he was pro-
bably much more interested in marbles, For these
reasons Mine, de Genlis is not generally known as an
educator although som© of iier theories are in use.
We next come to a transit i.oTNal figure, a woman
who belongs both to the eighteenth and the nineteenth
centuries. This woman, brought up in a very anti-
Rousseauistic atmosphere, in her early writings an-
nounced herself as a fervent follower of him. The
praises she heaped upon the "Emile" were too flattering
and we are not surprised to find that, with experience
Mme. de Stael comes to prefer the writings of Pesta-
lozzi. 1 She no longer thinks that education should
be made agreeable for "1 * Education faite en s'ajiiusant
dispense de 1* etude comme notre ame a la soufirsLUCc.
1 Como^/re-Hist
.
"^^ Pedc-gogy - r).i20
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Vous enseignez avec des tableaux, avec des cartes,
une quantite' de choses a votre enfant, mais vous ne
lui apprendrez pas a. apprendre." 1
Although Mme. de Stael was not an originator of
pedi-.gogical theories, she was much interested in them,
and spent a great deal of time discussing their rela-
tive merits. She believed thut young children can
learn languages easier than mathematics and sciences^
as foreign languages are easier made simple, while it
requires a certain amount of intelligence and maturity
to understand the principles of mathematics. Languages
can "be taught first, and their principles taught after-
wards she thinks. 2
Of girls she has little to say. One would gather
that she wanted them to be well-educated since Corinne
in the novel of that name seems to be well-versed in
mnny ?5n»>jects. 'wp should imply that art, literature
and travel were considered by Mme. de Stael as a very
useful education.
"On a raison d^ex^^clure les femmes des affaires
politiques et civiles; rien n*est plus oppose"^ a leur
1 "De l*Allema^e", Pt.l, Ch. XVlll, p.lo8
2 Ibid. p. 107
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vocation naturelle que tout ce qui leur donnerait
des rapports de riv&lite^avec les hoimnes, et la
gloire elle-meme ne saurait etre pour une feiiime qu*
un deuil eclatant du Donheur." 1
Mme. Necker de Saussure, a cousin of ifcie. de
Stael wrote a three volume book entitled "L'Education
Progressive" ou "Etude du cours de la vie". The entire
third volume of this work is given over to the educa-
tion of women. Curiously enough, this third volume
is impossible t** •Hain so we shall have to content
ourselves with the theories in the first two volumes,
and on what other^say of volume TTI, . Mme. de Saus-
sure is a violent opponent of Rousseau. Her book is
considered by Compayre'^as one of the best i'rench works
of pedagogy. 2 Her style is rather heavy and pedantic,
she Ificks suppleness, she "sees through a glass darkly"
but still she shov/s understanding of the nature of the
child and of the goal of education to a surprising
degree. In a way she goes back to the seventeenth
century. She thinks man is naturally bad ana that
education should be based on religion. Her books
show Rousseau influence even if she denied it. Even
1 De I'Allemasftle, Pt.lII, ch. XIX, p. 530
2 Compayrd", Hist. crit. Tome 11, p. 134
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the structure of the work, laeginning with infancy
and developing the system of education with maturation
of the Ehild is strongly Rousseauistic . But Ifine. de
Saussure assumed that the child's faculities were
fully developed "by the fifth year, whereas Rousseau
did not so consider them until adolescence. In eon-
trast to the sentimentality of the period, Ifaie. de
Saussure *s work seems rather cold and austere.
On the education of women, she is strongly prac-
tical. She tiiihks that the doctrine of training girls
for housewives, and nothing else, has been too widely
adopted. She really desires cultural education for
the girls in her charge, even suggesting that the age
of marriage "be postponed so as to allow girls time for
real education. She wishes them to be instructed in
motherhood, but also in sociology and civics, as well
as the cultural subjects. As they will be the first
teachers of their children, they nedd a solid educa-
tion. They should be so instructed, that they will
become fired with the love of learning, and will keep
up study, even after marriage. This will make them
more charming and interesting socially, as well as
better teachersof • their children^ 1
1 Gompayre - Hist. Grit. T. 11
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Although Biderot did not formulate a definite
theory on the education of women, he has devoted one
essay to the subject of women. He had experienced a
"grande passion" in loving Mll^ Louise ^enriette
Volland. He was forty at the time and she v;as more
than thirty. She was his confidant for twenty years;
she died four months "before he did, in 1784, Perhaps
it was through his acquaintance with "Sophie** as he
always called her, that he feels capable of discussing
the merits and demerits of women. He seems to have
rather conflicting opinions about them. He finds
that they are subject to terrible rage and passion,
and that the example of one causes a multitude of
women to act likewise...1 He considers women the slaves
of men, and says they should be freed. He believes
that it is wrong that they should give all and re-
ceive nothing. He ends with a rather fine trioute
to women: "Pour un seul homme, il y a cent femmes
capables de force et de presence d' esprit." 2
L'Abbe Blanchard, professor of rhetoric at Metz
and Verdun, wrote^near the end of his life, a book on
education called "Preceptes pour 1* education des deux
sexes." He was an anti-Rousseauist also. His work
1 Oeuvres, vol.11, p. 257
2 " " p. 255
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is not of first order, and especially in his ideas on
women* s education he has nothing new to offer. He
wished woman to have less liberty "because she is
created for a life of dependence. He would not advo-
cate the education of girls beyond the "three R's".
He was an anachronism, and in a time of progress, his
desire for tetrogression made no impression. Ergo,
his importance is nil. His book, already quoted above,
"The Modeles des Jeunes Personnes" is a collection of
extracts from the best French writers on the educa-
tion of girls. This is a useful and interesting work,
¥e now approach the Revolution. With its coming,
all educational reform, as all other kinds of culture,
came to a halt. It was not until the Gonstituant
Assembly that much is to Ibe found about education.
Then, as the assembly was about to disband, Talley-
rand introduced a bill demanding changes in a great
deal of the educational policy. He believed that
all deserved some sort of education, and that, there-
fore, all sections of the country should have access-
ible schools. There should be no aristocracy of letter
anyone who was intellectually fitted should be allowed
to teach. The object of universal education should be
to teach people to live in society. Everything should
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be taught. Women should have schools as well as men.
There should be different grades of instruction to
suit the maturity of the pupils. 1 These: ideas are
commonplace today, out ?/hen produced they were quite
unusual
.
According to the prevailing order of the day,
the study of government became Lhe most important.
The "Declaration of the Rights of Man" was one of the
first subjects studied in the schools. It was at-
tempted to give the young students a knowledge, under-
standing and appreciation of their ovm government; a
laudable aim, surely.
Speaking on the education of girls, Talleyrand
finds that their interests and traditions should keep
them out of politics. He believes thaL their chief
education should be domestic, and should be received
for the most part at home. He does not wish women
to ape men, in following masculine pursuits. As the
new government wished to remove church control as much
as possible, Talleyrand advocated the establishment
of state schools to replace the convents as places of
feminine education. 2
1 Rapport sur 1* instruction publique.
2 " " n N
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The next educator was Coudorcet, memoer of the
Legislative Assembly. He had a very orderly mind, and
from him we get the organizatlor of ^ complete dpuio-
cratitj 'system of public instruction. His system is
in use today. He proposed that eaucation should be
free and open to men and women alike. He also pro-
posed Sunday lectures for working people. 1 Talley-
rand had proposed education of girls for domestic
duties, but Coudorcet believed that they should re-
ceive the same educction as men, for they possess
equal intelligence. A modern note is struck when
Coudorcet announces that women should be trained and
educated to be worthy comToanions for their husbands.
He also gives the usual reasons - that women need
education to train their children; that they need it
for their own pleasure; and that they should have it
because it is their legal right. 2
Up to this time, girls and boys were usually
taught in separate schools after the very early
"ecoles maternelles" . Now Coudorcet proposed coedu-
cation on the very grounds that wb use to justify it
today - as being the most '•natural" way. To an old
1 Cubberley- "Brief Hist, of Educ." -.276
2 Coudorcet - ••Oeuvres" T.Vll, p. 217
4
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olajection, he offers this answer: "Quelques personnes
pourraient craindre que 1 * instruction ne £ut ecoutee
avec trop de distraction par des etres occupes d* inter-
Its plus vifs et plus touchants, mais cette crainte
est peu fonde'^e. Si ces distractions sont un inal ce
mal sera plus que compense par l*emielation qu*in-
spiBera le desir de meriter I'estime de la personne
aimee." 1
Cotidorcet was many years ahead of his time. Even
yet Prance has not come up to his ideal of iducation.
The '•e'coles Mixtes" are still rather few, and not very
popular. It is easy to see that Gotidorcet was influ-
enced "by American ideals in his theories, but if we
can take M. Gompayre as an example typical of the
French attitude, we find that the American girl is not
highly considered, for he says:
"Mais la femme americaine, est-elle 1* ideal de--
la femme? ]J»y at-il pas dans sow caractere trop de
virilite'', trop de secheresse, trop peu de grace et de
douceur?" 2 This attitude probably accounts for the
continuance of separate boys' and girls* schools in
France.
1 Gondorcet - Op. cit. p. 224
2 Gompayre - op. cit. T.ll, p. 321
n
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In 1794, liaklnal introduced a new educational
"bill providing a complete program of studies for
primary schools, and stressing the separation of the
sexes in the schools. The program was essentially
what is taught today, reading, writing, and arithme-
tic, morals, French diction, the constitution, natural
science and patriotism. 1
In the same year, another voice was lifted in
defense of women's education. This was Jean-Marie
Cale^. , little known today, who devoted an entire
speech to the education of women. He believed that
they should he taught t)ecause they are the teachers
of men, if for no other reason. He is not as advanced
as Coudorcet: "II ne faut pas sans doute faire pour
elle toutes les defenses et tous les apprets qu*exige
1* education des hommes; non que je pense que ce sexe
est inferieur au notre, mais parceque je suis con-
vamSu que la nature les a formees moins pour I'ame
et le corps que pour les vertus paisibles et sociales92
They should l>e taught to iDe useful, hoth as re-
gards housekeeping and in keeping accounts. Rich
girls should he taught the same subjects as poor girls
1 Gubberley- "Brief Hist, of Educ." p. 281
2 Hippeatt-ninstruction Puhlique", p.400
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because, even though the former may not have to do
thb housework themselves, they should know how It
should be done, in order to direct it intelligently. 1
Thus closed the eighteenth century, engrossed
in political affairs. Although much discussion had
been carried on, on the subject of education, in
practise about the same state of affairs existed as
had been true at the beginning of the century.
The Nineteenth Century
The new century opened with i^apoleon master of
Europe. To him France owes many things, and not a few
of them in education. He encouraged scientific work,
and founded special institutions of higher learning,
but neglected primary education. This was because
of his desire for prestige, which, he realized, would
be greater if he encouraged the sort of schools, the
pupils of which would be old enough to sing his praises.
Probably his greatest contribution was the founding
of the University of France, that huge corporation
which has controlled the educational destiny of France
1 Ibid.- p. 402
0
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ever since. Thus education in France became strongly
centralized. 1 All curricula adjustments are made
at Paris, and in every school of equal grade in Prance
the same subject matter is taught from the same text-
hooks in approximately the same way. 2
The place of women in literature was all this
time becoming stronger. One of the greatest peda-
gogues of this time was Madam Campan. She was a
teacher in a ••pension", and at the court of Louis XV.
Finally she^ appointed directress of Napoleon's school
at EcoWeia. He had founded this school for the daughter
of legionnaires. Despite the different school systems
with which she was acquainted, Madame Campan believed
in home education. "II n'y a point de pension, quelque
bien tenite qu'elle soit, il n*y a point de couvent
quelle que soit sa pieuse regie, qui puissent donner
une education comparable a celle qu*une jeune fille
rec^oit de sa mere, quand elle est instruite et qu*elle
trouve sa vraie gloire dans 1* education de sa fille? 3
1 Cub Deriey- op. cit. p. 283
2 tt N n N
3 Memoires, p. 138
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She preferred day schools to "boarding schools
,
"believing that the child should get real family life
and not the distorted life of a school dormitory.
In this connection, azi anecdote is told that illustrates
her views very well. Napoleon, thinking of reforms,
said to her, one day: "Les anciens systemes d* educa-
tion ne valent rien, que manque-t-il aux jeunes per-
sonnes pour etre bien elevees en France?"
To which Mme. Campan replied succinctly:
"Des Meres." 1
Ifeiie. Campan wished each clasa to he small so that
the pupils could get more personal contact and atten-
tion. In the school at Ecouen she taught all kinds of
domestic science from preserving fruits to candy
making.
The school at Ecouen was one of three founded for
the daughters of legionnaires. This one was for daugh-
ters of officers of rank, while the ones at St. Denis
and at Loifes were for daughters of lesser dignitaries.
These schools were free as to instruction and hoard
for those who could not afford to pay. No distinction
/
1 Memoires- preface, p.XXI
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socially was made iDetween the paying and the non-pay-
ing pupils. 1 The discipline was very rigid, so the
schools were not popular among the girls. Since thepe
girls were often orphans, attempt was made to give
them a practical education "by which they could earn
money. The courses given were history, geography,
arithmetic, drawing, luusic, sewing, and household
economy. These last two were made very important.
There was a strong course in religious education at
Ecouen with the aim to "make believers rather than
reasoners." 2
Quite different in attitude was Mae. de ttemusat
whose "Essai sur l*Education des Femmes" unfortun-
ately never finished, is filled with lofty and rather
impractical ideas. It is in truth a study in moral
philosophy, written in an attempt to effect the cast-
ing out of old prejudices on the status of women.
•*Je ne vois aucUjii motif de les traiter moins ser-
ieusement que les horames, de leur deiiraturer la verite^
sous la forme d*une superstition, pour qu*elles accept-
ent et le devoir et la verite." 3
1 L« Illustration, July 17,1926-*Les 3 ^aisons d'Educ."
2 Farrington, Fr.Sec.Scho. , Ch.XlV
3 "Essai", p. 33
li
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She believed that women's Judgment should be
trained and respected. They should "be tau^^ht by
precept. Care should be taken to give girls the right
impressions. Thus it is better to say "vous devez"
instead of "il faut" because it develops the sense of
personal responsibility. Girls should be taught how
to do things. They should not be protected from
hardships, but should early be taught that one must do
unpleasant things as well as pleasant. 1
Mme. de Miremont wrote a "Traite'' sur I'Education
des Femmes" which had very little originality. She
wanted a reform in women's education, to enable them
to teach their children. Convents should be made over
into real training schools. As a model program of
studies she recommended grammar, writing, geography,
sacred history, ancient and modern history, reading of
the v/orks of Richardson (to teach virtue), elements
of physics, and natural history. Girls should be '
taught the art of keeping a diary. She gives the
titles of twenty-four books which should be in every
school library. These are mostly moral, or religious
in tone. Such a school as she advocated would keep
girls from seven to eighteen years of age.
2
L Compayre-«Hist. of Pedagogy" p. 489
2 (iriard-„ L'Educ. des femmes"
0
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There were several advocates of women* s education
at this time whose importance was so small that they
need only "be mentioned. Two of these were churchmen,
le Pere Gerard, and Me**. Dupaitloup both of whom allowed
women some education, "but thought that a college train-
ing would give them the wrong impressions and tastes
for their later life. Le Pere Gerard was Swiss by
birth. He, as the oldest child aided his mother in
instructing his fourteen brothers and sisters. He
joined the Gray Friars at the age of sixteen. 1
Bernardin de Saint Pierre^ overwhelmed in sentiment
and imagination^ wished to free the enslaved sex.
Madame Guizot desired liberal education. She
stressed self-activity which she probably got from
iProebel^s doctrines. Hone of these had any original
doctrine, and, therefore, enjoyed shortlived in-
fluence .
Aime ^artin in "L'Education des meres de fconille"
stressed the education of girls, that they in turn
might educate their children. He saw clearly that no
school could take the place of a mother's influence,
so he wished to make the mothers worthy of their
charge. The author of this book is somewhat inclined
1 Compayre-»Hist. of Pedagogy** p. 475
f
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to sentimentality, and in stressing the importance
of the mother of the family he makes the father *3
importance seem very little. He finds in women the
ruler of the destinies of the world, No man is complete
in himself; he needs the softening influence of a
woman. He closes his book with this stirring, if
sentimental exhortation: "^Jeunes filles, jeunes
epouses, tendres meres, le sceptre vous app"iLrt>ent
,
c*est dans votre aiae bien plus que dans les lois du
legislateur que reposent aujourdhui l*avenir de 1*
Europe et les destinees du genre humain!" 1
"Toute femme n*est pas appelee a devenir epouse
et mere, et tout n*est pas dit quand elle l*a ete?
said Caroline BarraW. 2 Women need education to
raise children, for besides instructing them they
must know how to instil in them good habits of indus-
triousness, truthfulness, etc. The aim of education
should "be to train to think; mere parrotry is not
true education. As regards mixed schools the author
considers them not only morally good, but superior
to separate schools because it gives the children the
natural relations to each other such as are found
1 Aime Martin- '•Educ. des meres de Faiailles", p. 471
2 "La Fenmie et L'Education"
, p. 32
< I
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in a family. The best possilDle school is the family
where the parents bring up boys and girls with the
same instructiofi. **La vraie iiiethode d* instruction
est celle qui prend l*attrait pour base." Surely
this is the "doctrine of interest"which she is giving
us; it is interesting to find it so early in the
literature.
She considers that girls* education has formerly
been too stilted, giving an outer polish, but not
stimulating the intellect at all. She opposes early
marriage as she says girls are married off before they
know their own minds. They should be given time to
develop their minds and to have a solid education,
which will make them more contented in the end. 1
"Si la culture est ce qu*elle doit etre, les fruits
seront tout ce qu'ils peuvent etre en tenant compte
de 1* essence primitive de l*arbre.^ 2
Ifcie. Cave drew up the plans for a school of
Fine Arts I'or girls. She believed girls could learn
geography, history and such subjects through painting.
She considered the household arts very essential, but
she also would allow sciences to be learned for they
1 Barrafa-"Femme et L^Educ." -p. 175
2 Ibid. p. 266
ic
J
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make a woman's life more agreeable. 1
Her school was to be carried on by widows or those
who did not wish to marry. The pupils were to take
charge of the runnung of the school, doing the house-
work, cooking, and 8£ forth, in turns of a week each.
Sneaking of former education, she says: "La femme n*
etait elevee que pour l*homirie. C*etait la loi natur-
elle; cette education serait excellent si l*homme de
son cote etait eleve pour la fenime, c.a d. dans
l*idee qu*il doit etre sa providence." 2
She proposes that each girl have a vocation and
an avocation. One of these should be housekeeping,
and the other should be something by which she could
earn money and still be at home, such as fancy work,
metal working or painting. Girls should oe taught
hygiene, sanitation and dietetics. They should learn
what they proi)ably will do, therefore the sons of
laborers should be taught the possibilities in mechan-
ical operations. This seems to have been a fore-
runner of our vocational guidance. She strongly re-
commends girls working for she st-ys the earning of
money puts women above men. *J*avais conquis ce qu*
1 Cave-^Ferame AuJ ourdhui"
,
p. 11
2 Cave'; op. cit. p. 32
r
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ils avaient d^avantages sur moi, s2lns perdre attci)«v.
de ceux que j'avais naturellement sur eux.* 1
tion for on the tv/enty-f irs t of Deceiriber of the year,
M. Caraille See succeeded in having pass a bill for the
intermediate or secondary education of girls. It had
"been a three years* ddbate before this bill passed,
anu. wnen 1 1> ciiu. pabs iXr ¥vc«>9 only by a small majority.
2
The arguiaents against it were numerous, the strongest
"being that it was taking away religion from the girls
une bonne fois que 1 * enseignement religieux appartient
incompetents pour le donner", said Jules Ferry in
answer to this charge. 3
In 1868 secondary courses for girls had been
started, and in 1870, under the influence of Victor
Duruy fifty secondary schools for girls were founded-
in the provinces. 4 Once recognized the movement
took a firm hold on the country and has been increas-
ing ever since . Montpelier was the first woman*
s
college. Then, in 1882 the government voted ten
The year 1880 is a turning point in French educa-
by laicising the schools. "Non, il s'agit de decider
aux pasteurs de l*;^lise, et que les lalques sont
4 nenri Marion- Mouv.
des Idees** 11
11.
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million francs for women's colleges 1 (In this respect
it will be rememloered that the French colleges and
lycees are p«j,ractically equivalent to our high schools J
At the same time a normal school for women was started
at Sevres, thus giving women the opportunity of pre-
paring to Decome teachers in the colleges. These im-
provements took place under the ministry of Jules Ferry
who was a great exponent of all forms of education.
When the higher primary normal school was founded
at Fontenay-aux-Roses, Jules Ferry chose Felix Pe''cakt
to organize the teaching staff, "The girls, coming
from lower class families with only an elementary
education were to be made teachers of teachers." 2
The school was to be Republican and secular. It was
difficult to keep religious prejudices from creeping
in as most of the faculty were Catholics, M. Pecdlttt
was himself Protestant and at one time a minister.
In discussing women as normal school teachers,
M. Pecattt says that if they are wisely chosen they
will not try to lord it over their pupils. Their ed-
ucation should make them humble rather than proud.
1 Buisson, Farrington-"Fr, Educ. Ideals", P. 44
2 " "op. cit. p,47
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They should be mothers, even though teachers. It
is
their duty to inculcate in their pupils, besides ed-
ucation and culture, a «spark of the divine flajne"
of religions faith. 1 The true teacher will always
attain this result.
Thfe Vicomtesse d*Adheinar did not "believe in ed-
ucation at home because l) no one, she thought,
could he sufficiently expert in all the "branches a
child must learn, and 2) family pride causes the
children to be given a far stiffer program than
they would get at school. 2 She believed that all
children should be given a thorough sex education,
especially the girls. She finds that girls have a
triple vocation. "Dieu l*a cree pour Lui, pour le
mariage, et pour la maternite." 3 Education should
make girls charming, but it should also make their
lives more enjoyable to themselves. She would have
them instrnct-H -It* jwtplc, art. literature and
history. Her gvstem. very obviously only applicable
to wealthy girls, gives, as a culmination of the five
year secondary course of studies, the student a year
in Paris. This time is to be spent taking courses
\ Buisson & Farrington-op. cit. p. 86
2 Nouv. Educ. de la Feinme, p. 62
3 Ilaid. p. 103
( <
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at the Sorbonne, visiting museums and attending theatreX
and opera.
Perhaps it would he well to consider at this point
the structure of girls* secondary education as defin-
itively established. Primary education for both
sexes is practically the same, and at the r^rep**^*
time the outstanding differences in secondary education
are being one by one obliterated. For girls, secon-
dary instruction lasts five years, with an occasional
extra year for special study. The first cycle as it
is called lasts three years. Drawing, domestic
science, art, music, and gymnastics are required.
There is no Greek offered and '^atin is an optional
subject, as differing from boys* schools where these
are both given. At the end of this cycle the girl
may receive a certificate of secondary studies, or if
she wishes to go on, at the end of the fifth year she
receives the diplona of secondary studies. Coeducation
in French universities is an accepted thing, Women
are freely admitted to most of the higher institutions
except such schools as the School of Mines where few
would wish to go anyway. 1
1 Clwyde-^Mod. Educ.** Ch. Ill
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At the present time there are an equal number of
normal schools for men dnd for women. To these are
attached the "^coles annexes'* for the use of practise
teachers in the third year of training. In the girls*
normal schools there are also "ecoles maternelles" for
the same purpose. These last give the girls an op-
portunity to learn how to care for, as well as teach,
young children. 1
In 1883 the Lycee Fenelon was started. This was
the first of a series of excellent lycees in J^aris,
The personnel was at first almost entirely masculine,
"but, with the normal school at Sevres in operation,
the men were rapidly replaced by qualified women.
The instruction level, up to 1908, was not as high as
that in boys* lycees. '*La femme est autre chose et
mieux qu*un cerveau" said those in charge, and so they
did not teach the same program. 2 The recent move-
ment is to give equally difficult courses altnough
the emphasis may be more on woman's natural vocation.
Such subjects as music and art are introduced for
culture. '*Le systeme d* education des filles en Prance
repose surtout sur la necessite de les laisser dans
1* atmosphere de la faraille ou elles sont initiees tout
1 Clftyde-'*Mod. Educ." Ch.lll
2 Dupont-Ferrier-^B coles,Icrcees,'' etc. p. 229
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naturellement aux devoiirs et aux occupations de la vie,
d'une vie de femme serieuse et utile." 1 In 1897 the
program was made delioerately feminine. Domestic
science, modern languages, hygiene, common law, elo-
cution, needlework and educationa^psychology consti-
tuted the program. Science was cautiously introduced
"but was not common as it was considered too audacious
a project. 2
The Twentieth Century
The nineteenth century really ended with the
passing of the "loi Garnille See" as far as women*
s
education was concerned. The development started "by
that law continued steadily, and the arrival of a
new century made no definite changes. This steady
progress was continued almost without incident until
the World War stopped everything. During this period
there was little time for theorizing on education.
As a direct result of the war, we see the opening
of a school of aigriculture for women in 1915. The
changes brought about by the war necessitated great
changes in educational practise. With the new era,
1 Blanc-" Questions Americaines"
,
p. 303
2 Thamin-^Educ. des Filles"
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the former social traditions dropped out of sight and
men and women were nearer equals than ever before. The
women were admitted to schools of medicine, law,
cormnerce, etc. In December, 1916 a project was intro-
duced recommending l) a new program of studies 2)
fourteen hours of compulsory subjects in the first
cycle, and seventeen in the second comprising house-
hold arts, hygiene and physical education; 3) the
examination leading to the diplome de fin d* etudes be
made equivalent to the first part of the baccalaureate;
4) as many careers as possible be opened to girls
holding the diploma. 1
Before the war, men were considered the real
teachers and women were allowed to teach §1* sufferance.
With the iracating of so many men's teaching positions,
women were taken on to fill in. Now they are thought
capable of teaching men. ••Les ferames occupent quelques-
unes des plus hautes chaises des lyce'es de garcons." 2
For the working women the "Secre'tariat feminin"
was formed as sort of a placement bureau. The Ecole
Rachel was also started to prepare girls for their new
1 Kandel, "Educ. in Pr." - p. 12
2 Thamin- "Educ. de Pilles" p. 517
c
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careers. It taught such varied subjects as prosthetic
dentistry, orthepedics, photography and retouching,
and laboratory technique. "Le sexe ne comptera plus,
seuls corapterons le savoir-faire professional 1'
intelligence, les dons naturels ou acquis." 1
In llarch, 1924, a reform of the system estab-
lished in 1882 provided for a six year course for girls
who look forward to home activities. The program of
studies in this course was identical with the former
program except for the extra year. For others wishing
a baccalaureate there was a course established similar
to that of boys* lycees with modifications in time to
make it appropriate to girls. 2 All girls take the
common course of four years giving domestic science
and allied subjects and then for the baccalaureate
they take ancient languages. If the girl wishes a
diplome de fin d* etudes secondaires after the common
course, she takes ancient and modern literature,
j^sychology and ethics.
In May of the s&me year (1924) a movement was
introduced to have mixed competitions for the "agre^-
gations" and the "certificats" . This would mean that
1 Thamin, "L^Educ. des Filles", p. 521
2 Kandel, "Reform of Sec. Ed.". Ch. VI.
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women would take exactly the same courses as men. The
law did not pass. In July, 1925, it was decided to
require the same amount of Latin from hoys as from
girls in preparation for baccalaureate. 1
M. Lucien Poincare 2 shows the after-war reaction
in his advice to girls. He does not wish them to
continue to hold the places which they held while men
were at war. He fervently prays that they will return
home, ana raise a family. France's depopulation has
been the subject of serious discussion, and many have
felt that the new vocations open to women would taJi©
them awa^ from the home and make them scorn the pro-
fession of motherhood. "Mais, mesdemoisells^ s*il en
est beaucoup parmi vous qui revent de poser un jour
sUr leurs blondes cheveux la sombre toque de I'avocat
ou le symbolique bonnet du docteur, je dois franche-
ment les avertir que nous ne desirerons pas que ce
reve, sauf exceptions, pour la plupart d'entre elles
devienne une realite." 3
We could not justly close a study of this sort
without sogie sort of recognition of our present day
1 Q,. Richard - "France*
2 "Education Science, Patrie"
3 Poincare-op. cit, p. 17
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educational theorists. As the years pass by, the
theories becume more and more general until it is now
almost impossible to separate distinctly tkie theories
which were meant to apply only to iaen*s education,
and those solely for women* s* Im other words, the
barrier is down so far that writers are forgetting
that such an unnatural barrier ever existed. Some
of the outstanding French pedagogues are Mme. Kergo-
mard, the advocate of the infant school, Ernest Laviss
Georges Clemenceau, Ferdinand Buisson, Gustaye Lanson,
and Gabriel Compayre^ whom we have quoted so exten-
sively. 1 There are many others also whose nanes
deserve to be mentioned. As reg-i^rds their individual
theories on education, it would seem that it is un-
necessary to inquire, since they all oelieved to a
lesser or greater degree that men and women should
have equal education.
1 Buisson & Farrington, op. cit.
(
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Conclusion
Before the seventeenth century there were a few
naines to cite, "but no real attempt was maae to educate
woman. In the seventeenth century Mme. de Maintenon
and Fenelon considered the piety and "bonte"^ of woman,
and thought her naturally religious and sulamissive.
One part of her life they understood very well - her
role as wife, a mother and a Christian. The other
event in the century, the founding of the school for
girls at Port Royal, began the educative process al-
though it was firmly conventualized.
The eighteenth century had several women advocates
for the education of their sex. Mme, de Lambert,
strongly under Fenelon' s influence had little of or-
iginality to offer. Although still monastic, the Abbe"^
de St. Pierre recommended a school with a very liberal
program, adopting French instead of Latin, and advo-
cating the study of household arts.
The outstanding figure of the century - Rousseau -
has little use for women. His theory is that woman is
made for man. So he msikes Sophie the model of all
virtues but the personification of ignorance (innocence
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he would call it), Ifine. d»Epinay's theories on educa-
tion were too far above a child* s head, and her poor
Emily must have suffered a great deal from the laoral
discourses lavished upon her, Mme. de Genlis with-
drew from the wickedness of the city to teach her
children. She had several good ideas, such as teach-
ing foreign languages to very young children, but she
overworked all her theories. Mme. de Stael was not
an originator of educational theory, and spent much
of her time vacillating in her attitude towards
different ones. Ifcie. Necker de Saussure wished a
sound education both in domestic science and in the
arts of polite society. She believed that mothers
as the first teachers of their children should
themselves be well-educated.
The Revolution stopped for a few years the pro-
gress of educational theory. Then we have Talleyrand
who believed that women* s chief education should be
domestic ajid that women should not attempt masculine
pursuits. Condorcet who followed him proposed a
heavy program of studies for girls, and wanted them
to have the Some education as boys. Jean Marie Gales
wanted woman to be educated, but at the least trouble
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ajid expense possiljle.
The nineteenth century was ushered in by Napoleon
who founded a school for girls at Ecouen. Mme. Campan,
in charge of this school, stressed the fact that no
education could take the place of home influence.
The girls were taught domestic science and practical
things at which they could earn money. Mme. de Remusat
said woman's judgment should be trained and appreciated;
she believed in teaching by precept. Aime'' Martin, a
sentimentalist overdid the importance of woman; he
felt keenly that they should be freed from their
bondage. Caroline Barratt thought women should be
taught to think. She stressed the idea that women
need education to bring up their children, Mme. Gave^
proposed that each girl have a vacation and an avoca-
tion; one to be housework, the other some means of
earning money.
In 1880 women's education was officially recog-
nized by the passage of the law creating five years of
secondary education for girls. The movement from then
on assumed national proportions. The Vicomtesse d'
i
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Adhemar, an aristocrat, proposed to teach girls to be
charming, and suggested a year in Paris to finish their
cultural education.
The twentieth century appeared without any change
in the development of education until the outbreak of
the war. This liberated girls forcibly and necessitat-
ed a thorough renovation of women* s education. All
sorts of professions and trades were opened to women.
They even taught in boys* lycees, a hallowed spot
heretofore. The new movement occasioned a change in
the curriculum, so now all who intend to take the
baccalaureate take the stone courses.
The new ideas have so strongly permeated the
literature that no longer are separate theories for
boys and for girls promulgated. When education is
discussed it is for both sexes. Now that education
has become "free and equal" we hope that it continues
to hold this course. At any rate, the present ten-
dencies seem to bear out the prophesy of Elizabeth
Hamilton when she said: "Toutes les fois que 1* edu-
cation devient l*objet de Inattention et de l*interet
universels, on peut prononcer avec assurance que la
societe est dajis un etat d' amelioration progressive."
I
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